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[Abstract]

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To surely stick substrates together in a short

20 time.

SOLUTION: Two substrates 33, 34 at least either one of which is provided

with an adhesive 37 are oppositely arranged in a vacuum chamber 15, the

inside of the vacuum chamber 15 is gradually exhausted and after that,

made into a vacuum state by rapidly exhausting it. And the respective

25 substrates 33, 34 are mechanically pressurized and stuck together and



gas is gradually introduced until the inside of the vacuum chamber 15

becomes prescribed pressure after the pressurization and the sticking.

And when the inside of the vacuum chamber 15 reaches the prescribed

pressure, the inside of the vacuum chamber is set as atmospheric

5 pressure by rapidly introducing the gas.



[Claims]

[Claim 1]

A substrate adhesion method wherein two sheets of substrates at

least one of which has an adhesive are positioned within a vacuum

5 chamber of the vacuum state, pressurized and adhered together, wherein

the substrates are disposed opposite to each other and are target

adhesion subjects, the method comprising:

a first exhaust process in which each of the substrates is

introduced into the vacuum chamber and slowly exhausted until the

10 inside of the vacuum chamber obtains a predetermined pressure; and

a second exhaust process in which if the inside of the vacuum

chamber obtains a predetermined pressure in the first exhaust process,

the inside of the vacuum chamber is rapidly exhausted to become the

vacuum state.

15 [Claim 2]

The substrate adhesion method as claimed in claim 1, further

including:

a pressurization process of mechanically pressurizing each of the

substrates in the vacuum state;

20 a first gas introduction process in which after the pressurization

process, a gas is slowly introduced until the inside of the vacuum

chamber having the vacuum state obtains a predetermined pressure; and

a second gas introduction process in which if the inside when the

vacuum chamber obtains the predetermined pressure in the first gas

25 introduction process, a gas is rapidly introduced to make the inside of the



vacuum chamber to include an atmospheric pressure.

[Claim 3]

A substrate adhesion method wherein two sheets of substrates at

least one of which has an adhesive are positioned within a vacuum

5 chamber of the vacuum state, pressurized and adhered together, wherein

the substrates are disposed opposite to each other and are target

adhesion subjects, the method comprising:

a pressurization process of mechanically pressurizing each of the

substrates in the vacuum state;

10 a first gas introduction process in which after the pressurization

process, a gas is slowly introduced until the inside of the vacuum

chamber having the vacuum state obtains a predetermined pressure; and

a second gas introduction process in which if the inside when the

vacuum chamber obtains the predetermined pressure in the first gas

15 introduction process, a gas is rapidly introduced to make the inside of the

vacuum chamber to include an atmospheric pressure.

[Claim 4]

A substrate adhesion apparatus including a vacuum chamber that

20 pressurizes two sheets of substrates being a target adhesion subject

therein and adhering the two substrates, a table that is disposed within

the vacuum chamber and can move in a parallel direction to a plane of a

corresponding substrate, which supports one of the two substrates, and a

pressurization plate that is disposed within the vacuum chamber and can

25 move in a perpendicular direction to a plane of a corresponding substrate,



which supports the other of the two substrates and is opposite to one of

the substrates, the substrate adhesion apparatus comprising:

a gas exhaust means that evacuates the inside of the vacuum

chamber and is disposed in the vacuum chamber; and

5 an exhaust speed varying means, disposed in the gas exhaust

means, that changes the exhaust speed of a gas within the vacuum

chamber and is disposed in the gas exhaust means.

[Claim 5]

The substrate adhesion apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein

10 the exhaust speed varying means includes a first exhaust mechanism that

slowly exhausts the vacuum chamber until the vacuum chamber obtains a

predetermined pressure, and a second exhaust mechanism that rapidly

exhausts the vacuum chamber of the vacuum chamber obtains a

predetermined pressure.

15 [Claims]

The substrate adhesion apparatus as claimed in claim 4, further

comprising:

a gas introduction means that allows the inside of a corresponding

vacuum chamber to obtain an atmospheric pressure and is disposed in

20 the vacuum chamber, and

an introduction speed varying means that changes the introduction

speed of the gas into the vacuum chamber and is disposed in the gas

introduction means.

[Claim 7]

25 A substrate adhesion apparatus including a vacuum chamber that



pressurizes two sheets of substrates being target adhesion subjects

therein and adhering the two substrates, a table that is disposed within

the vacuum chamber and can move in a parallel direction to a plane of a

corresponding substrate, which supports one of the two substrates, and a

5 pressurization plate that is disposed within the vacuum chamber and can

move in a perpendicular direction to the plane of the corresponding

substrate, which supports the other of the two substrates and is opposite

to one of the substrates, the substrate adhesion apparatus comprising:

a gas introduction means that is disposed in the vacuum chamber

10 and allows the inside of a corresponding vacuum chamber to obtain an

atmospheric pressure; and

introduction speed varying means that is disposed in the gas

introduction means and varies the introduction speed of a gas into the

vacuum chamber.

15 [Claims]

The substrate adhesion apparatus as claimed in claim 6 or 7,

wherein the introduction speed varying means includes a first gas

introduction mechanism that slowly exhausts the vacuum chamber until

the vacuum chamber obtains a predetermined pressure, and a second gas

20 introduction mechanism that rapidly exhausts the vacuum chamber when

the vacuum chamber obtains a predetermined pressure.

[Claim 9]

The substrate adhesion apparatus as claimed in claim 6 or 7,

wherein the first gas introduction mechanism includes a pipe

25 communicating with the vacuum chamber, and a valve that closes the



pipe, and

the second gas introduction mechanism has an atmospheric open

valve that opens the vacuum chamber to the atmosphere.

[Claim 10]

5 The substrate adhesion apparatus as claimed in claim 9, wherein if

the pressure within the vacuum chamber exceeds a predetermined

pressure, force is applied to the atmospheric open valve in advance so

that the atmospheric open valve can be opened.

10 [Title of the invention]

SUBSTRATE STICKING METHOD AND ITS DEVICE

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]

15 The present invention relates to a substrate adhesion method and

apparatus thereof, wherein press force is effectively applied when two

substrates are adhered together.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]

20 in manufacturing a liquid crystal display panel, two sheets of glass

substrates in which a transparent electrode or a thin film transistor array

is disposed are adhered together with a very close distance of several iim

(for example, 2|un) using a sealant having a shape, which is provided at

the outer edge of the substrates or an adhesive coated on a proper

25 location of the outer circumference of the substrate (the substrates after



adhesion is referred to as "cell"). Each of the substrates and a space

formed by the sealant or the adhesive is sealed using liquid crystal.

[0003]

Conventionally, a substrate adhesion method when performing

5 sealing of liquid crystal includes Japanese Unexamined Patent

Application Publication No. 2000-284295 discloses a method in which

liquid crystal is dropped on one of substrates in which the sealant is

patterned in a close pattern ( shape) so that an inlet is not formed.

Further, the other of the substrates is disposed on one of the substrates

10 within the vacuum chamber, a distance between the other of the

substrates and one of the substrates becomes narrow in the vacuum state,

and the two substrates are pressurized and adhered together.

[0004]

To be more precise, in the substrate adhesion method disclosed in

15 Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2000-284295, a

bottom surface of a pressurization plate disposed within the vacuum

chamber supports one of the substrates. In a same manner, the other of

the substrates is supported on a table which is disposed within the

vacuum chamber opposite to the pressurization plate. Further, the inside

20 of the vacuum chamber is depressurized to become a vacuum state. A

distance between the pressurization plate and the table becomes narrow,

and the two substrates are adhered together.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem]

25 In the substrate adhesion method disclosed in the exemplary prior



art, however, when making the inside of the vacuum chamber in the

vacuum state, each of the substrates is torn by the flow of a gas

exhausted within the vacuum chamber. Further, there is a possibility that

positional deviation or damage such as crack can occur in the substrate

5 supported in the pressurization plate or the table.

[0006]

Furthermore, since the pressure is rapidly decompressed, there is

a problem in that moisture in the air within the vacuum chamber, and

moisture adhered to a wall within the vacuum chamber, a film of the

10 substrate, the liquid crystal and the like is frozen, having a bad influence

on the cell. In this case, in order to avoid the bad influence on the ceil, a

waiting time until the frozen moisture is vaporized is needed. Thus, there

is a problem in that time is taken in a substrate adhesion process.

[0007]

15 Furthermore, in the substrate adhesion method, the substrates are

adhered together by applying pressure to each of the substrates using the

pressurization plate. However, there is a problem in that the upper and

lower substrates cannot be adhered together only with the pressure of the

pressurization plate. For example, in the case of a small substrate, desired

20 press force can be obtained only with the pressurization plate that gives

mechanical press. If a substrate is large, press force becomes short and a

sealant is not adhered in an effective way. This makes it impossible to

adhere the substrates with a desired distance. Further, as such, if the

sealant is not adhered in an effective way, a contact area between the

25 substrates and the sealant becomes small, resulting in a poor contact



state. Furthermore, since liquid crystal does not diffuse into

circumference of the sealant, there is a problem in that a large vacuum

space is formed within the circumference.

[0008]

5 Accordingly, the present invention has been made in view of the

above problems, and it is an object of the present invention to provide a

substrate adhesion method and apparatus thereof, wherein generation of

tearing of substrates or frozen moisture can be prevented, and adhesion

can be thus accomplished certainly within a short time. Another object

10 of the present invention to provide a substrate adhesion method and

apparatus thereof, wherein a distance between substrates after adhesion

can be positioned exactly, whereby adhesion is accomplished certainly

within a short time.

[0009]

15 [Means for Solving the Problem]

In order to accomplish a first object, in the present invention

according to Claim 1, there is provided a substrate adhesion method

wherein two sheets of substrates at least one of which has an adhesive

are positioned within a vacuum chamber of the vacuum state, pressurized

20 and adhered together, wherein the substrates are disposed opposite to

each other and are target adhesion subjects, the method including a first

exhaust process in which each of the substrates is introduced into the

vacuum chamber and slowly exhausted until the inside of the vacuum

chamber obtains a predetermined pressure, and a second exhaust

25 process in which if the inside of the vacuum chamber obtains a



predetermined pressure in the first exhaust process, the inside of the

vacuum chamber is rapidly exhausted to become the vacuum state.

[0010]

In this case, in the present invention according to Claim 2, in order

5 to accomplish a first object, in the substrate adhesion method according

to Claim 1, the substrate adhesion method includes a pressurization

process of mechanically pressurizing each of the substrates in the

vacuum state, a first gas introduction process in which after the

pressurization process, a gas is slowly introduced until the inside of the

10 vacuum chamber having the vacuum state obtains a predetermined

pressure, and a second gas introduction process in which if the inside

when the vacuum chamber obtains the predetermined pressure in the first

gas introduction process, a gas is rapidly introduced to make the inside of

the vacuum chamber to include an atmospheric pressure.

15 [0011]

In order to accomplish the second object, in the invention

according to Claim 3, a substrate adhesion method includes a

pressurization process of mechanically pressurizing each of the

substrates in the vacuum state, a first gas introduction process in which

20 after the pressurization process, a gas is slowly introduced until the

inside of the vacuum chamber having the vacuum state obtains a

predetermined pressure, and a second gas introduction process in which

if the inside when the vacuum chamber obtains the predetermined

pressure in the first gas introduction process, a gas is rapidly introduced

25 to make the inside of the vacuum chamber to include an atmospheric



pressure.

[0012]

In order to accomplish the first object, in the invention according

to Claim 4, a substrate adhesion apparatus includes a vacuum chamber

5 that pressurizes two sheets of substrates being a target adhesion subject

therein and adhering the two substrates, a table that is disposed within

the vacuum chamber and can move in a parallel direction to a plane of a

corresponding substrate, which supports one of the two substrates, and a

pressurization plate that is disposed within the vacuum chamber and can

10 move in a perpendicular direction to a plane of a corresponding substrate,

which supports the other of the two substrates and is opposite to one of

the substrates. The substrate adhesion apparatus further includes gas

exhaust means that evacuates the inside of the vacuum chamber and is

disposed in the vacuum chamber, and exhaust speed varying means that

15 changes the exhaust speed of a gas within the vacuum chamber and is

disposed in the gas exhaust means.

[0013]

in this case, in the invention according to Claim 5, in the substrate

adhesion apparatus according to Claim 4, the exhaust speed varying

20 means includes a first exhaust mechanism that slowly exhausts the

vacuum chamber until the vacuum chamber obtains a predetermined

pressure, and a second exhaust mechanism that rapidly exhausts the

vacuum chamber of the vacuum chamber obtains a predetermined

pressure.

25 [0014]



Furthermore, in the invention according to Claim 6, in order to

accomplish the second object, in the substrate adhesion apparatus

according to Claim 4 or 5, the substrate adhesion apparatus further

includes gas introduction means that allows the inside of a corresponding

5 vacuum chamber of the vacuum state to become an atmospheric pressure

and is disposed in the vacuum chamber, and introduction speed varying

means that changes the introduction speed of the gas into the vacuum

chamber and is disposed in the gas introduction means.

[0015]

10 In order to accomplish the second object, in the invention

according to Claim 7, there is provided a substrate adhesion apparatus

including a vacuum chamber that pressurizes two sheets of substrates

being a target adhesion subject therein and adhering the two substrates, a

table that is disposed within the vacuum chamber and can move in a

15 parallel direction to a plane of a corresponding substrate, which supports

one of the two substrates, and a pressurization plate that is disposed

within the vacuum chamber and can move in a perpendicular direction to

a plane of a corresponding substrate, which supports the other of the two

substrates and is opposite to one of the substrates. The substrate

20 adhesion apparatus further includes gas introduction means that is

disposed in the vacuum chamber and allows the inside of a

corresponding vacuum chamber of the vacuum state to become an

atmospheric pressure, and introduction speed varying means that is

disposed in the gas introduction means and varies the introduction speed

25 of a gas into the vacuum chamber.



[0016]

In this case, in the invention according to Claim 8, in the substrate

adhesion apparatus according to Claim 6 or 7, the introduction speed

varying means includes a first gas introduction mechanism that slowly

5 exhausts the vacuum chamber until the vacuum chamber obtains a

predetermined pressure, and a second gas introduction mechanism that

rapidly exhausts the vacuum chamber of the vacuum chamber obtains a

predetermined pressure.

[0017]

10 Furthermore, in the invention according to Claim 9, in the substrate

adhesion apparatus according to Claim 8, the first gas introduction

mechanism includes a pipe communicating with the vacuum chamber,

and a valve that closes the pipe, and the second gas introduction

mechanism has an atmospheric open valve that opens the vacuum

15 chamber to the atmosphere.

[0018]

Furthermore, in the invention according to Claim 10, in the

substrate adhesion apparatus according to Claim 9, if the pressure within

the vacuum chamber exceeds a predetermined pressure, force is

20 previously applied to the atmospheric open valve so that the atmospheric

open valve is opened.

[0019]

[Embodiment of the Invention]

[First Embodiment] A substrate adhesion apparatus according to the

25 present invention will be described in connection with a first embodiment



with reference to Figs. 1 to 3.

[0020]

[Configuration of Substrate Adhesion Apparatus] As shown in Fig. 1,

the substrate adhesion apparatus mainly includes a XY6 stage unit SI

5 that positions two substrates 33 and 34 being target adhesion subjects

(hereinafter, the substrate 33 laid on a table 9 to be described later is

referred to as a "lower substrate 33", and the substrate 34 supported by a

pressurization plate 16 to be described later is referred to as a "upper

substrate 34".), a substrate adhesion unit S2 that performs an adhesion

10 operation on the substrates 33 and 34, and a Z-axis moving stage unit S3

that performs a first pressurization operation on the substrates 33 and 34,

wherein the respective units SI, S2 and S3 are sequentially disposed on

the mounting plate 1. In this case, the XY0 stage unit S1 is located on

the mounting plate 1. The substrate adhesion unit S2 is supported by a

15 first frame 2 having four support pole laid on the mounting plate 1. The

Z-axis moving stage unit S3 is supported by a second frame 3 having four

support poles disposed on the mounting plate 1. Hereinafter, the units S1,

S2 and S3 will be described in detail.

[0021]

20 [XYB Stage Unit] The XYO stage unit SI includes a X stage 4a

disposed on the mounting plate 1, a Y stage 4b disposed on the X stage 4a,

and a 9 stage 4c disposed on the Y stage 4b. The X stage 4a of the

present embodiment is constructed to move the Y stage 4b and the 6

stage 4c in the right and left direction (a X-axis direction in Fig. 1) by

25 means of a driving motor 5. Furthermore, the Y stage 4b is adapted to



move the 6 stage 4c in the forward and backward direction (a Y-axis

direction in Fig. 1) by means of a driving motor 6. Furthermore, the 6

stage 4c is constructed to rotate in the 6 direction shown in Fig. 1

against the Y stage 4b by means of the driving motor 8 with the rotary

5 bearing 7 intervened therebetween.

[0022]

In this case, the table 9 on which the lower substrate 33 is located

is fixed on the 9 stage 4c through the support pole 10. Further, an arm

11 that surrounds a bottom side of the support pole 10 is disposed on the

10 Y stage 4b through the rotary bearing 13 and the vacuum seal 14. This

prevents the arm 11 from rotating according to the rotation of the support

pole 10. Furthermore, a vacuum bellows 12 one end of which is fixed on

the arm 11 and the other end of which is fixed to the bottom of the vacuum

adhesion room 15, wherein the vacuum bellows is made of a resilient

15 material of a bellow shape surrounding the support pole 10, is disposed

between the arm 11 and a vacuum adhesion room 15 of the substrate

adhesion unit S2. The vacuum bellows 12 maintains the vacuum state

within the vacuum adhesion room 15 upon adhesion.

[0023]

20 Furthermore, in the present embodiment, it has been described

that only one support pole 10 is disposed almost at the center of the table

9, the present invention is not limited thereto. For example, the support

pole 10 can be disposed in plural if it can be rotated as much as a

predetermined value of the table 9 by the 9 stage 4c (the amount of

25 deviation of a positional matching mark to be described later).



[0024]

[the substrate adhesion unit] The substrate adhesion unit S2 includes a

vacuum adhesion room (vacuum chamber) 15 that adheres two sheets of

substrates 33 and 34 under vacuum, a table 9 disposed within the

5 vacuum adhesion room 15, and a pressurization plate 16 that is disposed

an upper side of the table 9 within the vacuum adhesion room 15, as

shown in Fig. 1. In this case, the lower substrate 33 in which an adhesive

37 or liquid crystal 39 to be described later is disposed is supported on

the table 9. The upper substrate 34 adhered to the lower substrate 33 is

10 supported on the pressurization plate 16.

[0025]

A first aperture 15a through the substrates 33 and 34 are go in out

are disposed on the side of the vacuum adhesion room 15. Further, a gate

valve 17 that closes the first aperture 15a is disposed in the vacuum

15 adhesion room 15. In this case, the gate valve 17 is constructed to move

in the up and down direction (a Z-axis direction in Fig. 1) by means of a

cylinder 17A.

[0026]

Furthermore, first and second exhaust tubes 20a and 20b for

20 evacuating the vacuum adhesion room 15are disposed under the vacuum

adhesion room 15. Each of the exhaust tubes 20a and 20b is connected to

a vacuum pump through a switch valve (not shown). In this case, the first

exhaust tube 20a has a smaller diameter than that of the second exhaust

tube 20b. For example, in the case of an exhaust tube whose cross

25 section is almost circular, assuming that the diameter of the first exhaust



tube 20a is 1, the diameter of the second exhaust tube 20b is about 10 to

100 times. In this case, the diameter of the first exhaust tube 20a is

designed to have the speed in which when the vacuum adhesion room 15

is evacuated from the first exhaust tube 20a, tearing of the substrates 33

5 and 34 due to the flow of a gas and frozen moisture due to scattering or

decompression of liquid crystal on the lower substrate 33 are not

generated. For example, when setting the diameter, the first exhaust tube

20a is experimented in pipes having different sizes. The first exhaust tube

20a having a diameter set based on the experiment results is disposed.

10 [0027]

Further, a plurality of elevation pins 35 for receiving the lower

substrate 33 from a movable machine (not shown) or taking out a cell is

put erect on the part of the table 9 within the vacuum adhesion room 15.

The elevation pins 35 has one end (the bottom in Fig. 1) in which the

15 cylinder 36 is disposed. The elevation pins 35 are constructed to move in

the up and down direction within a through hole formed in the table 9 by

means of the cylinder 36.

[0028]

Furthermore, a pipe 21 is disposed on the vacuum adhesion room

20 15and serves to return the vacuum state within the vacuum adhesion

room 15 to an atmospheric pressure. A valve 22 is disposed in the middle

of the pipe 21 and serves to introduce or preclude a gas (air) within the

vacuum adhesion room 15. In this case, a pressure source (e.g., a pump)

(not shown) is coupled to the pipe 21. It is thus possible to control the

25 introduction speed of the gas into the vacuum adhesion room 15.



Furthermore, the pressure source may not be disposed, if needed.

[0029]

Further, an atmospheric open valve 23 having a sheet shape, which

closes the second aperture 15b formed in the vacuum adhesion room 15,

5 and a cylinder 24 that separates the atmospheric open valve 23 from the

second aperture 15b are disposed on the side of the vacuum adhesion

room 15 (an opposite side to the side where the gate valve 17 is provided).

As such, as the atmospheric open valve 23 separates the atmospheric

open valve 23 from the second aperture 15b, the inside of the vacuum

10 adhesion room 15 can be rapidly returned to the atmospheric pressure. In

this case, in the case where the cross section of the pipe 21 is almost

circular, assuming that the diameter of the pipe 21 is 1, it is preferred that

the diameter of the second aperture 15b is 5 or higher.

[0030]

15 Furthermore, a plurality of windows 25 for monitoring positional

matching marks of the substrates 33 and 34 through a mark recognition

hole (not shown), which is formed in the pressurization plate 16, is

disposed on the vacuum adhesion room 15. In this case, in monitoring the

positional matching marks, the recognition camera 26 shown in Fig. 1 is

20 used. Deviation of the positional matching marks of the substrates 33 and

34 is measured using the recognition camera 26.

[0031]

Then, electrostatic adsorption electrodes (not shown) and a

plurality of vacuum adsorption holes 9a, for adsorbing the lower substrate

25 33 by way of electrostatic or vacuum adsorption, are disposed in the table



9.

[0032]

In the present embodiment, the electrostatic adsorption electrodes

are almost square flat panel electrodes and are inserted into two almost

5 square concave portions, respectively, which are formed at both ends of

the table 9. Further, the electrostatic adsorption electrodes have their

surface (a surface side of the table 9) covered with dielectric substance.

The principle surface of dielectric substance is formed to face the surface

of the table 9. As such, the electrostatic adsorption electrodes disposed in

10 the table 9 are coupled through a switch for applying a positive or

negative DC power. For this reason, if a positive or negative voltage is

applied to each of the electrostatic adsorption electrodes, negative or

positive charges are generated in the principle surface of the dielectric

substance. Further, the lower substrate 34 is adsorbed to the table 9 in an

15 electrostatic manner due to crone power generating between the lower

substrate 34 and a transparent electrode film formed in the lower

substrate 34. In this case, voltages applied to the electrostatic adsorption

electrodes can have the same polarity or a different polarity.

[0033]

20 Furthermore, in the event that the inside of the substrate adhesion

room 15 is atmospheric, suction adsorption can be preferably performed

using the vacuum adsorption holes 9a. This is because if electrostatic

adsorption is performed, a discharge phenomenon is generated due to

static electricity, damaging the lower substrate 34 or the table 9 when an

25 air layer exists between the lower substrate 34 and the table 9. For this



reason, for example, since the circumstance is under atmosphere when

the lower substrate 34 is first adhered to the table 9, it is preferred that

suction adsorption is performed, and electrostatic adsorption is then

performed after a decompression room is decompressed to the degree

5 where the discharge phenomenon is not generated while the

decompression room is decompressed.

[0034]

Thereafter, each of the vacuum adsorption holes 9a is coupled to

an adsorption valve (not shown) disposed outside the substrate adhesion

10 room 15 through the pipe 18, and is also coupled to a vacuum pump (not

shown) through the adsorption valve. In this case, a bypass pipe for

opening the atmosphere is disposed in the middle of the pipe 18 through

a valve for releasing vacuum adsorption. The adsorption state is forcedly

released by opening the valve for releasing vacuum adsorption. The table

15 9 constructed above is fixed on the 6 stage 4c through the support pole

10 as described above.

[0035]

Furthermore, in the same manner as the table 9, electrostatic

adsorption electrodes and a plurality of vacuum adsorption holes 16a for

20 adsorbing the upper substrate 34 are disposed in the pressurization plate

16. At this time, as will be described later, if the substrate adhesion room

15 is decompressed with the upper substrate 34 being adsorbed In the

pressurization plate 16, there is a possibility that the upper substrate 34

may be dropped since the adsorption force becomes weal. For this

25 reason, a substrate support ring (not shown) for receiving the upper



substrate 34 at a location right below the pressurization plate 16 is

disposed within the substrate adhesion room 15. The substrate support

ring can be disposed corresponding to two edge portions being a

diagonal location of the upper substrate 34, and is supported by a shaft

5 extending from the top of the substrate adhesion room 15 to the bottom

thereof.

[0036]

in particular, though not shown, a shaft Is inserted into a through

hole formed on the top of the substrate adhesion room 15. The shaft is

10 constructed to rotate around its shaft center and to move up and down, in

this case, the shaft is surrounded with a vacuum seal in order to prevent

vacuum leakage from occurring in the inside of the substrate adhesion

room 15. The rotation is performed by a rotary actuator (not shown)

coupled to the end of the shaft, and the up and down movement is carried

15 out by an elevation actuator (not shown) coupled to the end of the shaft in

the same manner. As such, as the shaft is rotated and moved up and down,

the substrates 33 and 34 are adhered. The substrate support ring can be

removed so that a liquid crystal agent dropped on the lower substrate 33

does not interfere the diffusion of the principle surface of the substrates

20 33 and 34 when the liquid crystal agent diffuses.

[0037]

Each of the vacuum adsorption holes 16a is coupled to the

adsorption valve (not shown) disposed outside the substrate adhesion

room 15 through the pipe 19, and is also coupled to the vacuum pump

25 (not shown) through the adsorption valve. In this case, in the same



manner as the table 9, a bypass pipe for opening the atmosphere is

disposed in the middle of the pipe 18 through the valve for releasing

vacuum adsorption. Further, the adsorption state is forcedly released by

opening the valve for releasing vacuum adsorption. The pressurization

5 plate 16 constructed above is fixed to a movable base 29, which will be

described later, of the Z-axis moving stage unit S3 through a plurality of

support poles 27.

[0038]

In this case, a vacuum bellows 28 made of a bellow elastic material

10 that surrounds the support pole 27 is formed between the vacuum

adhesion room 15and the movable base 29. One end of the vacuum

bellows 28 is fixed on the vacuum adhesion room 15and the other end of

the vacuum bellows 28 is fixed to the bottom of the movable base 29.

Thereby, the vacuum bellows 28 maintains the vacuum state within the

15 vacuum adhesion room 15 upon adhesion.

[0039]

[Z-axis Moving Stage Unit] The Z-axis moving stage unit S3 includes a

movable base 29 that supports the pressurization plate 16, a linear guide

30 disposed at both ends of the movable base 29, a rail 3a that engages

20 the linear guide 30 and extends in the up and down direction (a Z-axis

direction in Fig. 2) disposed in the frame 3, an electric motor 32 having an

output axis of a Z-axis direction, and a ball screw 31 that has one end

engaged with the movable base 29 and the other end engaged with the

output axis of the electric motor 32. As such, since the Z-axis moving

25 stage unit S3 is constructed, the driven electric motor 32 moves the



movable base 29 in the up and down direction along the rail, moving the

pressurization plate 16 up and down.

[0040]

[Operation of Substrate Adhesion Apparatus] The operation of the

5 substrate adhesion apparatus according to the present embodiment will

be below described. In this case, a case where a substrate for a liquid

crystal panel is used as a substrate being a target adhesion subject will be

described as an example.

[0041]

10 First, in order to seal liquid crystal within a defined frame when two

substrate are adhered together, an adhesive of a circumference shape is

coated so that it is not disconnected. A small amount of liquid crystal is

then dropped on one of the two substrate. The substrate on which the

liquid crystal is dropped will be referred to as a lower substrate 33.

15 [0042]

The outer circumference of the upper substrate 34 toward the

bottom of a film is adsorbed using the hand of a moving machine (not

shown) disposed outside the vacuum adhesion room 15. Further, the gate

valve 17 disposed in the first aperture 15a of the vacuum adhesion room

20 15 is opened and the hand of the moving machine is inserted from the

vacuum adhesion room 15 into the first aperture 15a. The electric motor

32 is driven to lower the pressurization plate 16, which is then pressed

against the upper substrate 34. Thereafter, suction adsorption of the hand

is released, and the vacuum pump operates to adhere the upper substrate

25 34 to the pressurization plate 16 through the suction adsorption hole 16a.



If the adsorption of the upper substrate 34 is completed, the hand is

removed out of the vacuum adhesion room 15.

[0043]

Then, the cylinder 36 is driven to raise each of the elevation pins 35

5 up so that the front end of each of the elevation pins 35 is projected from

the surface of the table 9. Further, the outer circumference of the lower

substrate 33 on which a plane where the liquid crystal is dropped is a top

surface is adsorbed from the bottom of the hand of the moving machine.

The hand is inserted into the vacuum adhesion room 15 to move the lower

10 substrate 33 on each of the elevation pins 35. If the movement of the lower

substrate 33 is finished, the hand is removed out of the vacuum adhesion

room 15 and the gate valve 17 is closed. Thereafter, each of the elevation

pins 35 is lowered to locate the lower substrate 33 on the table 9. The

vacuum pump is driven to vacuum-adsorb the lower substrate 33 to the

15 table 9 through the suction adsorption hole 9a.

[0044]

If the adsorption of the substrates 33 and 34 to the table 9 and the

pressurization plate 16 is thus completed, the valve on the part of the first

exhaust tube 20a is opened to slowly discharge a gas within the vacuum

20 adhesion room 15. To be more precise, in the present embodiment, in an

initial state of the apparatus, the first and the second exhaust tubes 20a

and 20b are all closed by means of the switch valve. If the adsorption of

the substrates 33 and 34 is completed, the switch valve is switched so

that the first exhaust tube 20a is opened and the second exhaust tube 20b

25 is closed, slowly exhausting the gas within the vacuum adhesion room 15.



In this case, since the gas is slowly exhausted using the first exhaust tube

20a having the above diameter, it is possible to prevent tearing of the

substrates 33 and 34 due to the flow of a gas, frozen moisture due to

scattering or decompression of liquid crystal on the lower substrate 33.

5 [0045]

Thereafter, when the inside of the vacuum adhesion room 15

obtains a predetermined pressure due to the exhaust by the first exhaust

tube 20a, more particularly, atmospheric pressure within the vacuum

adhesion room 15, which is measured using a pressure gauge (not

10 shown) becomes a pressure that does not tearing of the substrate and

generation of scattering or frozen moisture of liquid crystal although the

exhaust speed is increased (for example, the upper substrate 34 adsorbed

by vacuum adsorption force is decompressed to the pressure of the

degree which does not fall from the pressurization plate 16), the valve of

15 the first exhaust tube 20a is shut.

[0046]

Further, the valve of the second exhaust tube 20b is opened to

rapidly decompress the inside of the vacuum adhesion room 15 until the

pressure for adhering the substrates 33 and 34 (in the present

20 embodiment, about SxlO'^Torr). In this case, since atmospheric pressure

within the vacuum adhesion room 15 becomes lower than the vacuum

adsorption force of the upper substrate 33 under the pressure, the upper

substrate 33 is fallen off from the pressurization plate 16. However, the

aforementioned substrate support ring is provided at the bottom of the

25 pressurization plate 16. The upper substrate 33 is supported by the



aforementioned rotary actuator or the elevation actuator through

movement of the substrate support ring. Thus, the upper substrate 33 is

not fallen off from the pressurization plate 16.

[0047]

5 If the decompression within the above-described vacuum adhesion

room 15 is completed, the substrates 33 and 34 are electrostatic-adsorbed

by applying a voltage to the table 9 and the electrostatic adsorption

electrode of the pressurization plate 16 so that the substrates 33 and 34

can be adsorbed to the table 9 and the pressurization plate 16,

10 respectively, under vacuum. Thereafter, the electric motor 32 is driven to

lower the movable base 29, and to make the upper substrate 34 approach

the lower substrate 33. Further, positional deviation between the

substrates 33 and 34 is measured by monitoring the positional matching

marks provided in the substrates 33 and 34 using the recognition camera

15 26. The operation of each of the X stage 4a, the Y stage 4b and the 6

stage 4c is controlled based on the measurement, and the table 9 is

moved in a parallel way, thus exactly positioning the lower substrate 33

and the upper substrate 34.

[0048]

20 If such positioning is completed, the movable base 29 is further

lowered, and first pressurization is then performed in which the upper

substrate 34 presses the adhesive. After the first pressurization, the

application of the voltage to the electrostatic adsorption electrode of the

pressurization plate 16 is stopped, and the electric motor 32 is driven to

25 raise the pressurization plate 16 up.



[0049]

In this case, the state of each of the substrates 33 and 34 after the

first pressurization is shown in Fig. 2. In this case, a distance between the

substrates 33 and 34 is about 15, but is not a desired distance. Due to this,

5 the amount of compression in the adhesive 37 is low, and a contact area

between the substrates 33 and 34 in the adhesive 37 is small (since the

length of the contact portion 38 is short), a contact state becomes

incomplete. In addition, since the liquid crystal 39 does not disperse

within the edge of the adhesive 37, a great vacuum space unit 40 is

10 formed between the liquid crystals 39.

[0050]

The state of each of the substrates 33 and 34 corresponds to a

case where the pressure of the pressurization plate 16 in the

aforementioned conventional example is short. In this case, in order to

15 apply a desired pressure, a high pressure can be applied to the apparatus

itself. Since the apparatus becomes bulky, however, the cost increases

since the entire apparatus must be reconstructed.

[0051]

In this case, the pressure within the vacuum adhesion room 15

20 varies from the vacuum state to the atmospheric pressure, the space

portion (the aforementioned vacuum space unit 40) between the

substrates 33 and 34 is in a vacuum state, and a high pressure is

uniformly applied to each of the substrates 33 and 34 from the outside.

For example, if the size of each of the substrates 33 and 34 is 1200 mmx

25 1000 mm, the space portion between the substrates 33 and 34 is applied



with force of 121.6 kN when being applied with the atmospheric pressure

in the vacuum state. For this reason, in the present embodiment, the

distance between the substrates is made to 5|im, preferably below 4 |im by

performing secondary pressurization while the size of the apparatus is the

5 same as those of the prior art.

[0052]

As mentioned above, if the pressure within the vacuum adhesion

room 15 is changed from the vacuum state to the atmospheric pressure

after first pressurization is completed, the pressure can be almost

10 uniformly applied to the substrates 33 and 34. If the pressure within the

vacuum adhesion room 15 is abruptly changed from the vacuum state to

the atmospheric pressure, the adhesive 37 is not sufficiently pressurized

as described above. Thus, the gas tears the adhesive 37 and enters the

vacuum space unit 40, resulting in a defective liquid crystal substrate. For

15 this reason, in the present embodiment, the valve 22 of the pipe 21 is

opened after the first pressurization, and the gas pressurized from the

pressure source coupled to the pipe 21 is introduced into the vacuum

adhesion room 15, so that the pressure slowly changes to the

atmospheric pressure. If the inside of the vacuum adhesion room 15

20 slowly returns to the atmospheric pressure, the pressure is slowly applied

to the substrates 33 and 34, which are then slowly compressed by the

adhesive 37. Thus, the contact area between the adhesive 37 and each of

the substrates 33 and 34 slowly expands. By doing so, since a difference

between the internal pressure of the vacuum space unit 40 and the

25 pressure within the vacuum adhesion room 15 becomes high slowly, there



is no possibility that the introduced gas tears the adhesive 37 and enters

the vacuum space unit 40.

[0053]

Each of the substrates 33 and 34 in this state is shown in Fig. 3.

5 The distance between the substrates 33 and 34 shown in Fig. 3 is about 10

p. In this case, the adhesive 37 is compressed into a shape close to that

from Fig. 2 to Fig. 3 if the gas is introduced into the vacuum adhesion

room 15, as described above. The viscosity of the adhesive is lowered due

to thixotropy property. In the present embodiment, in a state where the

10 viscosity of the adhesive 37 is lowered, the atmospheric open valve 23 for

returning the inside of the vacuum adhesion room 15 to the atmospheric

pressure is opened to apply the pressure to each of the substrates 33 and

34. In particular, when a pressure gauge provided in the vacuum adhesion

room 15 detects that the pressure exceeds a predetermined pressure, the

15 valve 22 is shut and the cylinder 24 operates to open the atmospheric

open valve 23. Thus, the pressure is added to the substrates 33 and 34,

thus completing adhesion. For example, the predetermined pressure can

be a pressure that allows the introduced gas not to tear the adhesive 37

and not enter the vacuum space unit 40.

20 [0054]

As such, since the inside of the vacuum adhesion room 15 rapidly

returns to the atmospheric pressure, the contact area of the adhesive 37

becomes wider against each of the substrates 33 and 34, and the sealing

property is improved accordingly. Thus, there is no possibility that a gas

25 between the substrates 33 and 34 may tear the adhesive 37. Furthermore,



the adhesive 37 is rapidly compressed since the viscosity thereof is low,

and the liquid crystal 39 is pressurized and compressed and then spread.

Accordingly, an adhesion time of each of the substrates 33 and 34

becomes short.

5 [0055]

As described above, if the adhesion is completed and the pressure

within the vacuum adhesion room 15 becomes the atmospheric pressure,

the gate valve 17 is opened. Further, the application of the voltage to the

electrostatic adsorption electrode of the table 9 is stopped. After suction

10 in the vacuum adsorption holes 9a is released, each of the elevation pins

35 is raised to push up the cell from the table 9. Thereafter, the hand of the

moving machine is inserted from the first aperture 15a into the bottom of

the cell (between the cell and the table 9). The cell is moved on the hand

and is then taken out of the vacuum adhesion room 15.

15 [0056]

In this case, the cylinder 24 that moves the aforementioned

atmospheric open valve 23 is set to open the atmospheric open valve 23

even when the pressure within the vacuum adhesion room 15 is in the

atmospheric pressure. Thereby, although a user forgets closing the valve

20 22 in the aforementioned predetermined pressure, the atmospheric open

valve 23 is automatically opened when the pressure within the vacuum

adhesion room 15 becomes the atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the

pressure within the vacuum adhesion room 15 can be controlled not to

exceed the atmospheric pressure. Further, due to this, the accuracy of the

25 cell is not degraded and the stability of the work can be secured.



[0057]

Furthermore, in the present embodiment, it has been described

that the first and second exhaust tubes 20a and 20b having different

diameters are switched by the switch valve in order to change the exhaust

5 path, and the exhaust speed is thus controlled. The present invention is,

however, not limited thereto. For example, only one exhaust tube can be

formed without forming the two exhaust tubes 20a and 20b as in the

present embodiment. The exhaust tube can be connected to the vacuum

pump and the exhaust speed can be then controlled using the vacuum

10 pump. In this case, the exhaust tube has a thick diameter (i.e., the

diameter the second exhaust tube 20b of the present embodiment).

[0058]

Thereafter, a modification example of the aforementioned

secondary pressurization will be described. In this case, unlike the

15 secondary pressurization, force of a direction that opens the atmospheric

open valve 23 is previously applied to the cylinder 24. The force refers to

small force of the degree in which the atmospheric open valve 23

continues to close the second aperture 15b (continues to maintain the

vacuum state within the vacuum adhesion room 15) when the inside of the

20 vacuum adhesion room 15 becomes a vacuum state. In particular, the

force of a direction, which is previously applied to the cylinder 24 and

opens the atmospheric open valve 23, is set lower than tension force that

is applied from the vacuum adhesion room 15 of the vacuum state to the

atmospheric open valve 23.

25 [0059]



In this state, the valve 22 is opened and the pressure source

coupled to the pipe 21 is then driven to slowly introduce a gas into the

vacuum adhesion room 15. If the gas continues to be introduced, the

vacuum degree within the vacuum adhesion room 15 becomes low, and

5 the tension force becomes smaller than the force that is previously

applied to the aforementioned cylinder 24 and will open the atmospheric

open valve 23, the atmospheric open valve 23 is automatically closed and

the pressure within the vacuum adhesion room 15 rapidly returns to the

atmospheric pressure. As such, as force is previously applied to the

10 atmospheric open valve 23, the inside of the vacuum adhesion room 15

does not exceed the atmospheric pressure. It is thus possible to secure

the stability without causing the accuracy of a cell to degrade. That is, the

atmospheric open valve 23 can serve as a safety valve. Further, even in

the present embodiment, the pressure source is not necessarily provided.

15 [0060]

Hereinafter, another modification example of the secondary

pressurization will be described. In the present modification example,

force of a direction that closes the atmospheric open valve 23 is

previously applied to the cylinder 24, unlike the modification example. The

20 force refers to one that maintains the close state of the atmospheric open

valve 23 until the pressure acts when the pressure within the vacuum

adhesion room 15 becomes higher than the atmospheric pressure. In this

case, the force applied to the cylinder 24 is decided according to the size

of each of the substrates 33 and 34. The greater the force necessary for

25 adhering the substrates 33 and 34, the greater the force.



[0061]

As described above, the valve 22 is opened with force previously

being applied to the cylinder 2, and a pressure source coupled to the pipe

21 is driven to slowly introduce a gas into the vacuum adhesion room 15.

5 The gas is introduced until the pressure within the vacuum adhesion

room 15 exceeds the atmospheric pressure, in particular, when the

pressure exceeds force previously set in the cylinder 24. If the pressure

exceeds force previously set in the cylinder 24, the atmospheric open

valve 23 is opened to return the pressure within the vacuum adhesion

10 room 15 to the atmospheric pressure. As such, force of a direction that

closes the atmospheric open valve 23 is previously applied to the cylinder

24. Thus, even when high pressure is needed in adhesion of the

substrates 33 and 34 since the substrates 33 and 34 is great, force

necessary for adhering the substrates 33 and 34 can be uniformly applied

15 by controlling the force set in the cylinder 24.

[0062]

In each of the modification examples, adhesion is finished through

the pressure, as described above. If the pressure within the vacuum

adhesion room 15 becomes the atmospheric pressure, the valve 22 is

20 closed and the gate valve 17 is opened. Further, after suction in the

vacuum adsorption holes 9a is released by shutting a voltage applied to

an electrostatic adsorption electrode of the table 9, each of the elevation

pins 35 is raised to push a cell over the table 9. Thereafter, the hand of the

moving machine is inserted between the first aperture 15a and the bottom

25 of the cell (between the cell and the table 9). The cell is then moved on the



hand to discharge the vacuum adhesion room 15 to the outside.

[0063]

[Second Embodiment] Hereinafter, a substrate adhesion apparatus

according to the present invention will be described in connection with a

5 second embodiment with reference to Fig. 4.

[0064]

The substrate adhesion apparatus is the same as that of the first

embodiment except for the following points. More particularly, in the first

embodiment, the gate valve 17 and the atmospheric open valve 23 are

10 provided separately. In the present embodiment, however, the

atmospheric open valve 23 is also used the gate valve 17. The

construction thereof will be described in detail.

[0065]

The construction of the gate valve 17 and atmospheric open valve

15 23 according to the present embodiment, which are provided for a

combined use, includes a gate valve 41 that closes the first aperture 15a

of the vacuum adhesion room 15, and can move In the up and down

direction, a plurality of shafts 42 disposed on an opposite side to a closed

surface of the gate valve 41, a cylinder 44 that is disposed on each of the

20 shafts 42 and can move the gate valve 41 in a direction that is separated

from the first aperture 15a (a X direction in Fig. 4), an arm 45 which has a

L-shaped cross section shape and has a linear guide 43 that slides the

shaft 42 disposed to surround each of the shafts 42 in an axis direction,

and a cylinder 46 that moves the gate valve 41 fixed to the arm 45 in the

25 up and down direction. In this case, the second aperture 15b shown in the



vacuum adhesion room 15 of the first embodiment is not formed in the

vacuum adhesion room 15 of the present embodiment.

[0066]

The adhesion operation of each of the substrates 33 and 34 in the

5 apparatus constructed above according to the present embodiment is the

same as those of the first embodiment except for the operations related to

the gate valve 17 and the atmospheric open valve 23 in the

aforementioned first embodiment. In this case, only different points in the

operation of the present embodiment will be described.

10 [0067]

First, in the case where each of the substrates 33 and 34 is

introduced into the vacuum adhesion room 15 or a case where a cell is

taken out from the vacuum adhesion room 15, the cylinder 46 is drive to

move the gate valve 41 up and down together with the cylinder 44 or the

15 arm 45. In the event that the pressure within the vacuum adhesion room

15 is rapidly returned to the atmospheric pressure upon secondary

pressurization, the cylinder 44 is driven to separate the gate valve 41 from

the vacuum adhesion room 15. The first aperture 15a is also opened to

introduce the atmosphere into the vacuum adhesion room 15. in this case,

20 force can be previously applied to the cylinder 44 as in the modification

example of the aforementioned first embodiment, and the gate valve 41

can be operated in the same manner as the modification example.

[0068]

As such, the function of the atmospheric open valve 23 according

25 to the aforementioned first embodiment has the gate valve 41, thus



reducing the number of components. Furthermore, an apparatus can be

miniaturized and can be easily assembled.

[0069]

[Effect of the Invention]

5 According to a substrate adhesion method and apparatus thereof

in accordance with the present invention, two sheets of substrates are

introduced into a vacuum chamber, and the vacuum chamber is then

slowly exhausted until the inside of the vacuum chamber obtains a

predetermined pressure. Further, when the pressure becomes the

10 predetermined pressure, the vacuum chamber is rapidly exhausted to

become a vacuum state. It is thus possible to prevent tearing of

substrates or frozen moisture. Accordingly, adhesion can be completed

surely within a short time.

[0070]

15 Furthermore, substrates are mechanically pressurized and adhered.

A gas is slowly introduced until the inside of a vacuum chamber of a

vacuum state obtains a predetermined pressure. Further, when the

pressure becomes the predetermined pressure, the gas is rapidly

introduced to make the inside of the vacuum chamber in an atmospheric

20 pressure. It is thus possible to exactly position a distance between the

adhered substrates, and to complete adhesion within a short time in a

sure way. Accordingly, an excellent substrate adhesion method and

apparatus thereof unlike the prior art can be obtained.

25 [Description of Drawings]



Fig. 1 is a partial cross-sectional view illustrating tlie construction

of a substrate adhesion apparatus according to a first embodiment of the

present invention.

Fig. 2 is an explanatory view showing each of substrates after first

5 pressurization in the present embodiment.

Fig. 3 is an explanatory view showing each of substrates before

release of the atmosphere upon secondary pressurization in the present

embodiment.

Fig. 4 is a partial cross-sectional view illustrating the construction

10 of a substrate adhesion apparatus according to a second embodiment of

the present invention.

[Description of Numerals]

9: Table

15 15: Vacuum adhesion room (vacuum chamber)

16: Pressurization plate

20a: First exhaust tube (second exhaust mechanism of exhaust speed

varying means)

20b: Second exhaust tube (first exhaust mechanism of exhaust speed

20 varying means)

21: Pipe (first gas introduction mechanism of introduction speed

varying means)

22: Valve (first gas introduction mechanism of introduction speed

varying means)

25 23: Atmospheric open valve (second gas introduction mechanism of



introduction speed varying means)

33,34: Substrate

37: Adhesive
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mi. z.m':^mx^mzMm^^y^^i^'^m'^(^m

[00151 ±mmz.c^m^mm-h^. immim

X-mELxm-^h-^^'noM^i^^y^'^t . ^oES

th mmmmiznLX7\c^-n[^mm^m:T--:r

nLxmrn^-nrnziim^^tcMEMt ^-^-thmim
^h'^mWizi^^^X . W^^\yf^\iZMmm<ry'^WM

^ y) si^^-k%mz'th ^m'::^MX^f^M^t.

^^thmxmmm'mtmx\^h.
[0016] ccT\ mimstm(^%^^x\±.
fzms.m 6 7 idSc^oasfts ^^h^m^^zh \^x.

mxm.w,^^mt . w^^-^ y^^t^mfi^<rymz^j:h

tx-'i^.^izisx^MX'fh'm-ijmxmt.
^Eti^^ tmmz;^'x^mx'thm~;^'^mxmmt

immmm(^mmm'^h^^mmi^zi5\^x. m-^jx

'§mfm^^^£^t^^Lx\i^h. ^tT. w^iiijx

mxmm\t. %'5^'f'^yf^^^x%wm-h±%mwL^

[0018] Mt;:x. mm. 1 otm<^%mxu.
Lfzm^-^9tm<r>mm.m'^h^m.^zi^\^x.

f-A- y^^mK.m^(^E^mi. h tx%mmm^mm
fi><t3tc. zcoiz^m^mz^fi^t^mitix^^^h.

[00 19]

0 ^i:)ii:^gO^-^MjFMtcov^Tia 1 tell

[0020] [S«0-^i9-t^^l<7)|gfijc] ^comafi

^^h-^mmii. m i tc^-r j; a iz±^ <^m-tii.^.

m^hitMmtzlZrxrymmsS, 3 4 (WT.

3j fti^f^JdE^I 6(;:{^l^1-|)aM3 4$:

S«3 4ji:l^-5. ) oeBi*iB^^^T3XY^XT-i^'

SSlt. ^S^3 3. 3 4OHi'9-^i:'ii:i!)i^^^T0S

?Xj!iaE$:^T ^ Z|ftfli)::?.T- S 3 ;6^^^lli!5c^iiT

fcO.^^^-SUSl. S2. S3m.^i±('ZmilKjSM

$ilTV^I>, XY^Xf— i/'^S l(i^i^l±

m^nt:mii,m-:>(o^ti^mttim-yw-a 2

l^^fl. ZiaflijXT'-i/'^S3(i^^l±{C3ii^^il

^. WT. ^ft^^asSl, S2, S3COV^TiM'r

[002 1] [XY^>5.r->^'^] XY^Xr-i^'^S
Ui. S?Sl±tcffiiS$ii/::XXT->^'4ah. ^ox
Xr->''4a±(;:ifi|^$n./::YXT-^'4bi:. <Ic7)Y

x-f-v4 b±tcKIS$ii;^c^XT-v4 c

I), *lllfemi7)XXT->''4a{i. M^-:^5(iJ:
oTYXr-i/'4bt <9XT->^"4c$:3E^:frf^ (HI
^<JOXis:fir[fii) tcfli&t'i^i,^^^^?^!*, tfz. y
Xf— i/'4bti. igij!j^-:^6(iJ:oT^Xr->''4 c

^itLmm=t'~^8(rzx^xYXT—'J4bi,zMLxm
1 izTT^teiji^izm^t^^dm^^tih.

[00 221 Zi:iX\ ^XT^-i^MciCCti. TmW.3
3mmmthT~y"fi^9t<-^n^io^'frLxm^
^tix\^'^h, tfz. YXT-i^'4btm. mii^T'jy

i/l 3t^l&>'-;H 4^^Lr$}tai OOTM^r
MS-r^r-Al l;5j^M5$fLT^5 0. ZitiizX^^^

tti O(7)0^tcfforT-Ai i^^o/^ixr0lKL^</^

^h^^^ S 2 cof^idli-r -g) 0 ^h'tm 1 5 coralic:

(i. r-Al l±(::-l^^li]^Ll.oS^Bfi»5-^;b-^M

1 5^0T^C«^Il^-t'S>i:ftt35:!#ftl Oizm^^^

xm. zMz2:m^^h^mzmhM^m'^h
\tmi5\n(7)m^^m^^^Lx^^i.
[002311^. ^mmmi^zh^xii-m^ i o

&\omm^mfxhx^\
[00 24] [mm'^h-\t^]mmm^h^s^s
2«i. H 1 iZfiktX 9 tc. E2Ttcrzec<^SK3 3 ,

3 4 COBS 0 ^i:)-^^^^? 9 S^BA 0 ^i:?-!!"^ (SS^r y
A) 15^. ^c7)«2BA0^^itSl 5rt(ciSiS$:h./::

;i'9(7)±1^i.z1^\^lXEm-^tifzmEUl 6

1

n'-y'}V9\.zmmth\m'm3i^m
^^3 9im^hixtzf'm.3 3tmm,m^K. mm
1 6tc(ifOTSS3 3(CHA»9^:bii'^±S«3 4*<«
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jurillii. i^Uy/lTAtcioTiT*!^ (HI*

[ 0 0 2 6 ] Mtc . fi^BA 0 -^^-tirS 1 5 cOTa^t^KiS

^Zmi^2 0btCit^T»^ic7)*^ffl^^^'^il.

-1 0 oigssofs^ot<7)*^'fflv^i?>n.^, cco^-^. ^

3 3±<7)?Ra°B^I*^iSECJ;l>7|<^>co^*S7(?^mL^:

^oa^Tg^^/cf^O^-Sf^f 2 0a ^EiS-r^ o

[00 27] ^/c. E^IAO^i^^^l 51^00-7--7>
9Wc{i. T^1^3 3$:ll^L^cv^fMii*^^SttK

imi^coT^) i,zi^^jyy3 6i)^EB.^riXhD. z,

[0028] M(CX. mSI.^ O^blt^ 1 5(7y±.mzi,i

^) ^mxi-h^i<^tmi't^mzsM2i(7>m^i,z

^L^v^E^jii imii^i^yy) mm^tixm.

mtiX^j:<XijX^\
[00 2 9] tfz. nm^^^h^^ismmiw^
uzy-h^'^)uy'i7t-mi^tit:mtiiKm\) izn

as 1 5 b $:ffl^1-^:K«c***<^JS:l»:^mm#2 3

z,(7)±%mmi^2 3^mzmn^ \ 5bij-c,mm

'^6>'VyV24ti)WWL^ti^. ^(oxoifZ. i<%m

Sc#2 3 $:i6tt. ::^0::k^P*#2 3 ^^Z^PSJ 1 5

b5!?^t^^ra$-t-i>c:tt3j:':>T. mmm^hitmi 5

mMmiz±%s.i.zm-zti)^T^h. luiiiit

rzR'§2imm^p]m<^i><^^^^^ti^^i>i. ^(or

^2i<Dmittht. mzmns^i sboymms
\;}±i,zthztf)mtt\^\

[0030] wiz. Mm^^^h-^mi 5(o±mzmu
E«l 6i,zmf&^tifzm7nL^j:\^^-'Pimmil^:mt

xi.Tco^mm.3 3, 3A(^im^hit^-9^mm't
h7b,(^m2 5f)mm^i'i^tih. zzx\ ^coim^h

1 {,z^-tmmm:o^ ^ 2 e f^m^

hti. i<7)umm:^^y2ei.zx^x^mwi3 3, 34

[oo3i]m^^x. T-7'/u9C{i. ffm^x(iK^

[0032] ^mwrnwrnrnt. ifmrnm^zh-y

m\.z^^^fifz--o(7^^^(7)Wimz^^^m^fih.

iMM) tmrni^x-mhtixm . z(7)im,i^<^±mi)^

T-yl\^9<r>±mtm-^z^j:hXomi^til. -OJ;

ncr>mmMmifzm'S/j:x>( -/^t:iYLxmm^tix\'^

:ifii)^u. mnjmmmmzm.^^\m<^nKti^
mw^fih t . ±imn.i^(^±mf>zn^KM,iiEcomm^

mm^tih. ^tx. ^<r>mmzX'yXTmm3 4i.zB

firo ^mmmmm t comiz^^th y^x-

T^<I3 4*^T-7VU9tCffl:iS^^ii^- -"IT". ^

^^m^j:hMmX'iyX^^.

[ 0 0 3 3 ] f^. mum^h^^ 1 5rt3?»^>^:m^O^^

ii. HyiiLA:m^PSm9aicJ:^PK^|iS€$:tTo?^c:^

t7'-'ffi^9(7ym(fZt^%mmi t . tmmzx^w^

9, ^ix*^'^. mufTmm3 4^T'-y'/i^9izmmz

mmtit^itmm^^i^%r(,zhh<ox\ ^t-tmi

mt-'^i^K mEmmmELx^^^xm.mMit<m^
i^j:\'^mmtxmL^tixf)^himm^'ijvz.tt<m

[0034] mz. ^M^mil9 aii. 1 8 ^it

ixmmA^'^h-tmi5<7)^mzmkUzm^sL^j:\.^

m^^fi^yf^zmmti. :icom^<f\^y^^B^txm^^

L^j:\^M^^yy'^zmm^tix^^h. ^^o^i^. ^mi
^ 1 8com^i^zi,iMm^mmmm(r^^^)i^y"^itLx±%

wimym^'^)vy'^±%Tmth :zt\,zx-y xm.m^.
^m\mzimLx\^^h. :i(7)io\,zii^^^fifz'r-'y

/U9(i. w\mLfzi)m<%nm oiitLxex^—'j

(0035 1 ^/c. JaE^16(C(i. r-^;U9h|5l^

*^'in<^nEKl 6(::T±SS34$:«?|iS^LTl^^tt
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mm^^^hitmi 5\^u±. joe^i gcom;^^

0. m^m^hitmx 5<o±.mi)-^Tiii.zmxm^

[00 36] m«^tcti:. ll^L^l^3&^ mBoSO-^i^

fmT^hXomi&^tix\^'^h. ccom^. mm
^hitmi 5m^M^mtii:m;i'^^\^'^xoi,zi^'^yh

izM^i^-^u^mi^tix\^^i. iimmii^^^yhco
mmzmmtitzm^^u^^'^m^T^i^ji-^s^itzj: ^

±Tf^mmmiz>'-^y hco^mzim^titzm^
L^j:i^nnr^'f-x-^tcX'oX1nhtih. ;i(r)X^lz

ms, 3A<7)m^h^^'<=f^j:i\T&ms±irzm
T^iitzm^Bmt:^mm33,34 (7)^m(r)jKmi3\^

1,ztfim^-thmizmirz^j:^i^x 0 i,zmmMf\[^mM

[00 37] ±ie#^^®mi 6a^. 9^^
LXmUm^h-^mi 5<7)^mzWB.Lfzm^^L^j:\^^

i&m^^ji^yizmm^fi. ^^op^^aw^:^^ lth^

1 8<om^u±T'~y}U9 tmm{zM^m%mm<7)

tizx ->xm^m^:m\mzmmLx\^^h. <reOj: -5

ztmmxT-'j^s 3<^tm-th^m'<^-::^ 2 9 iz^.

^Titmrntix^-^h.

^LK-:>m^-y^29<DTmzmm^tit^f>z
^ntt2 7f,zmmthm.^(owitm^^^hM^^o
-X2stm^^tixt60. ztiizx^m-^hmi^z

[0 0 3 9] izwimy^T'-'Jm zmimy^T-'J
gp S 3 ti. JnES 1 6 5: ffi 0TW%mh^m^-:^ 2

9t. ^(m^^zWR-^fifz')z:.Tij^¥3Qt. Z(0

U-r;^M \'3 0t\%'^LK-yy\y-M.3\iZmihixfz

LT1i\P\ (lllHciFtzi4:^rffi]) c7)l/~-yP3a^. ^co

zm-n{^<^'^M^^\%tfznm'^-9 3 2b. -^tm
Sj<-X2 9iitcf^-^L1.0«75?^mil^-^ 3 2^lli

:^WiIWf^^t^7K-yM^>>*3 1 ii^^-ri^o C^J:^

tlZ|fiflifiXT-ya5S3^fSfiS;^l>^htCJ:oT. |g

m-^^fznM]=t- 9 32x^m^-x 29^ u-Mzr^^

[0040] mmm^hit^mmm mz.

[ 0 04 n ^y>. m^h^i-}k(omu(7ymi}--
iiizii^ ^co^mmm^h^trzWAzm^Bm^^hti
fz^^f^i^zmt'^m^xthM. wmzmm^-mm
Tm^Lxh^. ^co^-mzm^Bm^MmTLx:is
<. zcomiki)^mT-^tirzmm^Tmm3t-ti.

[ 0 0 4 2 ] 5t-r. Mm^^^hitm 1 ^mmzm^

i,zmfz±mm 3 4 <7^mmM^Tm^-^^mmmi~h

.

ifzy- hA>y 1 7 ^-i^tt. ^(om-mnu 1

5

WM'^'-^ 3 2 ^:mm LXTm^i-zMEWi 1 6

mt. n^n^yr^im^^xmmmllle^.x'±m
m3A^mEmi6izn^m^h. z<o±mm34cr>

[0043]^v^r. #^^t'y35c7)5t5^7:?<x-y;^

9 60±®*^ ^ J: a t:: U 3 6 ^ f^fJ

^

it^

#^b-y3 5^±#$itTi3<. ^LT. T^n^i^TiSTU

7t®^±tct?tTSis3 3<^mmummmco/^y)^T
Tim^^m^mmt. ^w^yv^K'^m^h-^mi
5 l^tclfALxrmU 3 3 y 3 5 ±tcfftg-T

SAO^^bitgi 5mciii^^-^ry-hA>7'i 7^m
t^. Lf)^Vik. ##l^fy3 5^m;?itTT£«3

?l®m9 a-CTS«3 3^r-7'/U9t3Kl^iK^-r

I),

(0044] tUbco*D#T-7>9 SflffS 1 e^vcO^S-

3 3 , 3 4co^^mmith t . m-^m^^20a
mw<fi^ymmLxMm^^^h-\tmi 5i^mx^

m<r>mmmizxm-mmzcr>m%'m2 0di, 20b
vu7'tci XMi^m t htitzmi^zm^^ti

Tfc 0 . mm33.34 c7)ig^;!?<$|T"tl> i: . ^-flf

mi= 2 0 a laj^fffmLao^Zflm^ 2 0bM^m tfz

mitc^l) J: 5 ^I3}P.AVU7'^ tj] 0 ^;cTKSIfi 0 ^i^li-

mi5fy<D:ffXi:^.^l,zm%th. Z(7)i^^^ tnmUz
mu^mztk^Lfzm-m%^2 oa.^m^^ximtim

fi. Tmm3±.m^Bcomwi'^mifZXhm<7)mn

10 045] gV^T. m-im'B20aizXim%irZX
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2 0 a t ^

,

[ 0 0 4 6 ] f LT . mzm^'^ 2 0b cOA^y

mm^zh-yxamxi o- 3 lorr) txnm^^^h

±S^3 3(7)K^®«:^3 J: 0 tmBfiO'&i^l^:^! 5rt

E^l 6A^^>S3h.TL^3* L3{;*L^*^^.

(7)Tmmizi±w^Lfzmmimm^m^tixm.m
j£ Uvi0Ier :7^X- 3^ r^ X- tict ^ ts
«^l^M^i»*^tT_bS«3 3;t;<{^^#$^t-C<.^&60t\

fco±^l^3 3{i:JaEMl 6^^^^^L^:\r\

[004 7] ±^Uzf)m<M^f&^'^h^Ml 5\^co

W&tmi^h t . W&^X h 3 3. 3 4 ^T-
7';U9tJaE«i e\,z^^^mxthXo^z. >e<^T-

#s^3 3. 3 4 2:ifm^^-t^. L*^i>f^. mi)^-

^3 2$:ggSltT?^i!l^~^2 9^m$-ti:.

4^TS«3 3Wg}S;^-e-l>, -eur. i2^FB;<?>7 2

^muLxmrn^, 3Am(n{mffi'km^L. z.(o

lij^lt . TffiS3 3 hJ:StS3 4 t(r)mm^^J:^E.-^h

2 9^5lCTP^^-tt. ±^tK3 4;6^'^i^^J^t^UttT

-<^JoE^^T"3. z(o-}!K.MK(r>m. MJ±ui6comm

xMJ±me^±.^^^h.
[0 0 4 91 <lCt\ ^^7)-<^JPEf^<^#S^3 3. 3

4c7):yc,^.^ll2(C^1\ Z(r)m^com^3 3. 3 4m<7)

r^mim isumn^xh 0 . t mm<^mii^zti:

x

v^^v\ :ifit-^. m;m3l(r)m.fiM.if^ytp<.

tg^^y 3 7 tcio(t^#S^3 3 , 3 4 <n\mMmff\'^

(tgi4^ft^3 8*-'^*.>) corjg^«@.*q^^^X'

S)h , Mtcti . tg^^j 3 7 (7)|^^rtco?Sb^b 3 9 i^rKti^ h

-f. ^<7)?gB«B3 9StC:^#^S?SSPaiaJ4 03(/>r#TV^

[00 501 <I^0J:3^#St^3 3. 3 4^0lM{i:, B'J

y:^L^ct?a*MtciKl-JoEtKl 60jQE:^]^^T-^1"^*i'^

o A^^^^ii'&tcmMcoSnE^) l:Mn-ri>

{i. gai*^:*^<L-C::^#^JnE:ft^HnJat-^^i

[005 11 ^C:t\ ESPi0^i:>'e^l5l^^E:^3$:

S^tt.^,*^^^^E^i:^ft^-ttl>h. S^3 3. 3 4

m<r>'&f^m {imLfz-mM^UAO) \i.'%mMx

hh^. #S=K3 3. 3 A\,Z\tm^-^Z^(^^mi)^io±

%^j:^-ni)mhh. mx.\,mmm3, 3A(^±^^i)^

1 2 0 0mmxl00 0mmc0li^li:. 'e^0g^3 3.

3 4 t # tc:^mE$rSQ;c ^ ^

12 1. b\^nm'k\mh^}iifX'^h. zfitm.

:^mmBmi^zh->ximT<7)t^<z:d:ME^'if\'\

[00521 m^UzmwK-d^MB^JmzM^^^

^lb.^mm3, 3Ai,zimm-izE^t:Mlh:i

(i. Wf^Uzt^P^<mmm3 7f)-tt:-)rWzmtiX\^^^j:

v^^. ^'xi}<^(7)imm3 7i:m^xn^'^^mo^

:^mmBm(^zh->xi,i. -mw&mTiBzm^^R'§

2 1C0#22^TOL. ^<^M§2 1{zimUzEm

^zbx\ i^^^izi^Ei^zmt. zcox'^izmm')^

hitm 1 5 f,z±m±^zM LX^^<t. 3

3, 3A\,z\±w^^zm}m\!ih^. wimiifWs^^z

3. 3Ab(r>mmWi>W^'^^z\(hiKth. ^<r>Xo^zL

xn'^'^UA0<r)fyE:b%^^'^h^'^l5n<r>K

-htcomW^'^kzi^^<'th(^X. mx^ixfz:^:^m

^S»I3 7^8coTK^3£Hai4 OrttcAOiitr^lfcti^:

[00531 :i(r>m^(0^SW,3 3 . 3 4 $:031C7K

1\ C:c7)[13tc^-r«3 3. 3 4^c7)^Pi(i:*^l 0>u

mm&(,Z^j:-yX\^^h. ZZX\ mm\37i.t. mj^tfz

2f)^^m3i,z&^][mi'zmMz.tx'm}^^Bz: o . t

^ V b D t J: o T5i^K7:?%T-t I) • ^mmmmi^z

h-yXlizmm\3 7mmi)mTlt:^WX\ MM
C^^PJi -^h^m 1 5 1^^:^mE(cM-ra<7)A^M

#2 3$:^iXUtStC^S^S3 3. 3A(,zm&1l^mi

mmz\t. 'mm^h^m5n\.zmfz&)
t\m^&mtfzz t Lfz # 2 2m

^-yiy')yy2A^m]^^x-x%mikm3^f^
mh:it\zi'ox.^mL3 3, 3A\.zuw.'hmwh

mX^fii-ziiy^i^\^mm3 7 $:KoT^^Sr0lgP4 Ort

i^^Lx^%. ^(r)^i^m'^Lxm\fi^\

[ 0 0 5 4 1 J: 0 \,zMM^Z%'mh'0'^h^W. 1 5
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r . s« 3 3 . 3 4 f^irz:o'xi)m^mm 3 7m->xx^

xmtlXJKi)^lcoX\ ^^K3 3 . 3 4coSA0^bW

10055] a±.^xrzm<m^h-\tmTi. m

mmimmuztk. m^t'y3 5^±.^^^X't

yi-^rf—://w9±*>^>ffL_ii(fi>. Li}^hm. nmm<7)

[00 5 6] :l^X\ m^Uzi^%mm^2 3m^^t
ly^)yy2A\±. nm^^^h^m 5]^(7^K-nt^±%

mz^j:->fz t # irzhi^miWi^ 2 3mm^h x o tcis

^LTi^<o zfi\zx^. mmLm'^s.mz^2 2^

\.ztchtmmz±%mi^23ifmik^ix.h(r)x. %

Xo\,znmx%h. ^Lxz.tit^h. ^fi^m^^T^

( 0 0 5 7 ] ifmmm\.zh-yX\±±^cr)Wj:h'^

-mfmz.mm§ 20a, 20b ^mw nvu71c j: ->

xm^\^txm%m^^^^L. :iMzxm%:^m^
urn LTV '^^Lh^0:^S«^-t I) hcDXU

^< . mm^mm(r>^<~-om%m2 0 a . 2

0 b ^%mir\z—:>m\%'^<7)?}-x-m)^ Lx zmm
(.zM^yt^yrmmi. :i(7)M^^yrmmixm%
mm^mmtxi>x\>\ z.^)^^. mnmt. ±\^^u<7)

{m^:^mmmcomztm'§2 0ba)Wi^) (>zt

[ 0 0 5 8 ] g^v^T . w£Lfzz.d:i}n&(7^^mm^i^m

vyr24 i,z^%mm23^m<umf}mnxh

Ki:->xi^ht^ iz±^mm^ 2 3 i)^mz.mnm i5b^
mmi'mh (M?tm'^hitm5mM^m^^^
hm^i^)n.m<oA^-^^j:-^xhh. mmut. iy'jy

r24i,z^isbimrzizmm23m<ii\^co:h^.

izmi)'i^\mx')hA^^<th.
[00591 a±(r>mmx'^2 2 ^mmt. m^2
if^ztm^fifzEmtimixmmm^h^mi 5

2 3 SrBSft L J; ^ thW£ Uzi^ y/ 2 4 l^zf-abimf

3mmm(fzmm^tixM^m'^h-^mi si^^oe:^

i)^MMI,zi^%Eizmh. ZcnXoiz. ^ib±%mm^2
3i,zmm{^(0llt:MlX:io<ZtirZX-^X. ^^SAO

^hitmi 5\^t><:mJ±^mi^EMz^j:hZtf,i^j:

<. ztii,zx^^/\^m&i^Ti:iis^'r(>zf^mco^^^

xm^-^hzti.T'^h. ^mmmizh-yx

[ 0 0 6 0 1 ^v^T. -mmcomc^^m^mmt

4i.zi;:%mt^^23^mth:H\^(^:hi\mxis<. -e

i>i^'^<^j:->fzt^i^z. ^coEiimu-htx'j^mm
#23 t'^m tfz^m^ i^-:>:hxh h . zco^k^cr^iy u y
y2Ai,zm^ihnt. #^33. 3A(^±%^i,zx^

[0 06 1 ] micr>tis\<f'ibi^')yy2A\.z-nmmz

4^ST#2 2$:gfmt. wm2 1 l^zW^^ixtzE-nm^

WmLXMmh^'^h^mi5P^{zi^.^\,zi3X^MKf

E^nthtX\ fti*0^t::{iS/Uyr2 4(l^i6g^t

#2 3i)^mik'^rix%mh^^h^tm.\5m^iK%Ei.z

m^fih. zcoloiiZ^ 'f}sb'^')yy2A\,z±%mik^

23^m\:^l>'^^(7y'ht:\miX^<Zh\,zX'oX

.

^3 3, 3At^±^\^^^^(7^m'^f^^^z±%ti:nEfi

^'mt-fh^k^xiy. i^vyy2A(,zi^^thi^^m

mt^ZtX\ ^SK3 3. 3A<7)m^h^tf.z£^^j:

:h^i^mi^zmnzt:h^x-^h.

[0062] ±M^mm\f^zh-:>Xii. Vll^.Lfzmu

< MEiim^ix^^ D ^h-\i:m^i t . ^umm^ o

^h^tmi 5mEM'^±%EizKc^t. #2 2^m

mmmmmmmmmE^mm t . M^mn 9 a iz^

ii-m^mmuzm. ^m^y35^±^^itx^
;u^T-r/i'9±*-'oWL±tf^, Lt-m.^mm(o

[0063] [mz.mmmm] mz. ^^wmmhmu
m'^h^tmm<^mz.mtmm(fZ-?K^xmA ccs^v^t

[0064] zcomum^h-^ti^mu. wr^uzm-

mmm±mmmm^tih. mmirzit. m-mtmm
xny- hJ<)i^y" 1 7 t±%mm^2 3 1 ^m^^i
xmnzi)\ :^mtmm(^zh->xutcoi^%rmii^2 3

^y-hAyU7'l 7i:«fflLTiS(tTi^l>. Vmz^(^
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[0065] m-mmmcoy'- h/N>7' 1 7 ti^%m

h^mi 5<7)^-^D^i sei^mm-tmiifi-Tyj

4 1 commmtKnmcomt-h±i^LtzmwL<oiy^ 7 h

4 2t. Ztl(>^iy^'yh4 2i:±mLtimirZm.^fl

Kr>y- h 4 1 ^m-mn3 1

5

:\^<DT-M.45t. Z<7)T'-M.4 5i,zm^^tifzy'-h

A>r4 1 (o±Tf}i^mmmi¥^'i7o yr4 e t

^^^3 3. 3 4(^m'^h^tmim. wr^uzm-m
mmi^zmiy- h^<jur 1 7 1 ;km^te#2 3 tcf^

[5i^T'fc^, z:lx\ :^mmmmizmmi^commA

(0067]^-r. #S^3 3. 3 4^aiL^0'^ip-ti'

^1 smzmxthi^^'^'^fi^^n^m^hitmi 5

h>'N>7'4 1 ^i^0yr4 4'^T-M.4 5ti^i,Z±.T^$'

m^'th. m^^^x. ~<xMKmzn^m^i>itmi5
mE:h^^Mizi;:MElzm'tm^ii. iy^J y^'4 4 ^
<^Sl$-^Ty~hAVU7'4 1 ^^^lAO-^i^-it^l 53^1-

^mi^it. m-mn^i 5 ^L^mm-^^ti^zx-ox
M^M^^h^mi5mz±%^mXlX'ijhiil. :i

zx\ mmLt:m-mmmm<^^mmc7)tin<iyvyy
4 4itz'fisb^m^nti^. ^(D^mtmrnifzy-h
A>7'4 1 ^mi^^-tXi:,X\'\

10068] zcoxoffZ^ wr^Lrzm-mmm(7)i^%
^sc#2 3(7ymm^y- h^svu7'4 1 i.znrz-^i>^tiz

x-^x. ^^uj^Mmmt6zt:b<x^. -^izitmmco

^mit^mizti)<x'^^, tfz. mm.<^m^i.xh
m^iznozitt^v^h.
[0069]

cogm. M^^^^ym(^z-^kcommmxLfdk.
^<DM^^^y^wm^(7)i±(,z^j:it x'i^.^i.zm^t

^Lx. m^f±iz-^j:^t:mizMmzm%ixM^^
^y^'^mM^mifZthztizx^x. ^mwLcomti

[ 0 0 7 0 ] t/::. ^S^^«6^Ci^nEI5 0-^i:>-t^-

^(r>\k. M^^.<r>%'&^^yj<mmii.(nmztc
htx'Ws^i.zijx^mx'fh. ^Lx. m'&mztc-yfz

mzMmzifxrMXLx%'^^^y^<^^±%mz't

m^h^h:ibt-X'%. zixkzX^m%Kr>mnmX'
^l^^^^'^l^-^hZtt^X-^h. t.\^o1^mz^j:\-^

[HI ] if%mz\^khmw.m^h-^mm.(7^w.-mm
mmm:^>rtmmmmx% h ,

^mm^^tmmx^hh.
{m4]ifwmmwm'o^h^tmm(nmzmm

9 x-7>

16 JnE«
2 0a ( «fS^3IS^S!¥S^7)ilZ:4^^^

2 2 # ( #AiIig^^^Sc^^-X/ X^A^itS

)

2 3 (^AMJS^'^¥K^omZ;<fX^Atg

m)
33, 34
3 7 mmm
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